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About This Game

You are alone. Lost in a maze. Defenseless... One wrong step and you're dead... But there is hope! Find weapons, potions, and
armor hidden in the maze to aid you on your quest to find the exit!

Advance through increasingly difficult mazes full of skeletons, traps and more. Take your pick of either normal or hardcore
mode. In normal mode, when you die, you drop your items and restart the current maze. In hardcore mode, when you die, you

lose all your progress. Compete on the leaderboards for the hardest maze completed!

Each time you play, expect a different experience. Every maze is completely unique and randomly generated.

Estimated time to complete each maze:
Maze 1: 30 seconds
Maze 5: 2 minutes
Maze 10: 8 minutes
Maze 15: 20 minutes

... ad infinitum

FEATURES:

Unlimited unique mazes (randomly generated)

Full ACTION (no crafting nonsense)

Traps
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Weapons

Potions

Armor

Normal mode

Hardcore mode (death resets progress, separate leaderboard)

Game save/load

MORE TO COME – leave your ideas in the discussion boards!

������
Mac: PS4, XBox360, Steam Controller

Windows: PS4, XBox360, Steam Controller
Linux: Steam Controller
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Title: Maze And Dagger
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Endwise, HatFeather
Publisher:
Endwise, HatFeather
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018
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maze daggers

Great game!. Cool little game!. Everything's wrong in this game, it just ♥♥♥♥ing sucks.. Thanks for all the updates guys. <3.
Useful, easy and they are openedmind to recibe feedback, that's why every upgrade is better!
Thanks!
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A really fun puzzler game. Unfortunately it does not support full screen mode. I got it on a huge sale when I bought the EQ
Games Puzzly Pack on a big discount. I suggest you do the same because the full price is too much for it. But if you get it on a
discount, it is really worth it's money.. Best Christmas I've had in years.. If you are incredibly drunk or incredibly high RIGHT
NOW, and this game is on sale, then this might be the game for you.. OK twin-stick move 'n shoot.. Claws & Feathers 2 is an
engaging match 3 puzzle game boasting colourful super cute graphics and plenty of level variety.

I've completed the game and didn't encounter any bugs or crashes (W7 64bit).

This is a quality title. Highly recommended.
. It was sold at a really low price but on the other hand, it was a rather bad game even though it held a rather high pace
throughout the whole game. The AI was close to abysmal - both friendly and enemy AI - and the levels were basically
multiplayer levels with some story attached to it... much like the single player part of Battlefield 1942 (except that game had no
story at all).

In short, it was not a really good game.. You control Freesia who is tasked with getting the enemies out of the forest.

You run around an enclosed area attacking mobs of creatures and then a boss. After that, the sceen goes into a dialog with the
many lead villians as they explain why they need to do what they are doing. Whether it is to acquire an item from the heart of
the forest or just following the wishes of their master. Each group tries to destroy the forest.

Each level is a snipet of a scene where you have to take out creatures quickly. As the levels progress things get faster and more
chaotic.

The storyline is decent, the music is fine, the graphics are really nice. The one thing that hinders this game is the enclosed
repatative locations. Based off the pictures you would expect this to be an open and vivid game. Getting trapped in a small
location with the same creatures respawning gets old real quick. The locations will eventually change but you will be locked into
those for a while also.
. 5 Gb of nausea. Man, there are a lot of resources to prevent nausea on VR games development, seems like you are using just
none of them.

Here some examples:

Make something fix at the screen, like a virtual nose, as point of reference.

Make the way to transport through your scene by small teleporting/jumping

Make the user move somehow to move around the scene, don't allow them to just sit and use a joystick control.

Do something! 5Gb of data to the trash can already. Sorry!
Without any of those any content within 7 min, you are ready to puke all over the place.. Very fun game, testing your reflexes'
speed and accuracy. For those who want more challenge than just the levels, you can see other players' score and try to improve
your ranking.
Easy to play, hard to master
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